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Appendix C
Find Your Type

A Quickie Type Test

For each ofthe four questions below, choose one ofthe contrasting sets ofpersonal tendencies. Inevitably, some statements in

both sets will ring true for you. The question is, which set is most baslc to you. Which set, though it might not fit perfectly, frts a
just a little better than the other?

This test is accurate more often than not. To confirm your resul! read about the indicated type in the accompanying Type

Descriptions. More than 90% of those type characteristics should fit you. If not change the hard-to-decide answers on your test

and look at new Type Descriptions. A goodfit with a Type Description is a better indicator ofyour type than is the test result
itself,, There should be one of the sixteen Type Descriptions that fits better than the res! though others might be close.

Question #1. Which set carries the most weight for you, even if only slightly?

Eset.n Es"t n
. Though I sometimes need time alone, my life energy . Though I like being with other people from time to
usually feels strongest and clearest when I am doing ' 

time, my life energy usually feels strongest and

things with other people. clearest when I am by myself following my own
interests.

. . Though I do take note of my own thoughts and
feelings, I tend to be more interested in the thoughts . . Though I do take note of the thoughts and feelings
and feelings of others and feel best when I can of others, I tend to be even more aware of my own
interact with them. thoughts and feelings and feel best when I can honor

them.
o r o \r{y active side tends to be stronger than my
reflective side. I usually welcome stimulation from My reflective side tends to be stronger than my
outer life and sometimes get dispirited if I am alone active side. I usually welcome privacy and get easily
too long. drained by too much stimulation from outer life.

, Question #2. Which set carries the most weight for you, even if only slightly?

[s.ta ns"tr
. Whenlperceive ascene, Iusually first seetheparts, . WhenI firstperceive a scene, Iusually firsttake in
the specific details; then I put those together to get the the whole picture and sense a pattem in it; then I take
whole picture and perhaps to see a pattern in it. in specific details, though I tend not to get them all.

. . Although I do take into account patterns and hints . . Although I do take into account what is physically
beneath the surface of life, I tend to be more strongly real on the surface of life, I tend to be more strongly
attuned to what is physically real on the surface. attuned to patterns and hints beneath the surface.

... Thoughlcan envisionnewpossibilities, I usually . '. Jhssgh I value concrete evidence, I oftenbelieve
need concrete evidence before I can really give them in new possibilities before concrete evidence for them
credence. Real experience convinces me. has been produced. What I have glimpsed from

within convinces me.
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Question #3. Which set carries the most weight for you, even if only slightly?

fls.t ^L
. I know that all in all I come more frorn the head

than from the heart, even though I do have a well-
functioning heart and use it often.

. . IJsually the first thing I judge in a process is

whether it makes sense in terms of logic and

efficiency; then I judge whether my feelings and those

of others are being honored.

. . . Although not always, I usually react first with
objective reasoning and detachment, while my heart
and feelings stay more in the background and wait
their turn.

fls.t a
. Though I sometimes put off making decisions, it
usually feels beffer to get things decided and settled

as soon as possible, even if I might need to change

my mind later.

. . Though I sometimes pull things together at the last

minute, it's not the way I work best; I usually try to
look ahead and get things squared away in good time.

. o . While I'm not as neat and organi zedas some, I
do like for my environment to be in fairly good
order-messiness is stressful for me.

flset n
. I know that all in all I come more from the heart
than from the head, even though I do have a well-
functioning head and use it often.

. . IJsually the first thing I judge in a process is

whether my feelings and those of others ile being
honored; then I judge whether it makes sense in terms
of logic and efficiency.

. . . Although not always, I usually react first with my
heart and feelings, while my detachment and

objective reasoning stay more in the background and
wait their turn.

fls.t r
. Though I sometimes make ready decisions, I usually
see something going for all the options and wish I
could have more data or see other possibilities; that
makes it hard to close the door too soon.

. . Ttlough it would be great to get things done early,
I usually have too much going on at the mornent to
get started on something else before I have to.

. . . A certain amount of order is good, but messiness

in my environment doesn't bother me much-I see it
as life in progress.

Question #4. Which set carries the most weight for you, even if only slightty? (This is a question about how
you operdte in the outer world, not the inner world, which will not be the sarne. It might help ifyou think of how
you are at work rather than how you are at home)

Circle your answers, A or B:

# 1 Extravert or lntrovert?

A:E B:I

#2 Sensate or Igtuitive?

A:S B:N

Test Results

ENEJ
ENFP

#3 Thinking or Feeling?

A:T B:F

#4 {udging or flerceiving?

A:J B:P

ENIJ INTJ
ENTP INIP

NowputyourlettersinsequencetoseeyourWe: (EorI)- (SorN)- (TorF) (JorP)

The two middle letters are your /irst and second functioru. To determine which is first (strongest) and which is second, Jind your
type below-the one underlined is the your first function, the other one is your second function.

ESEJ
EEFP

rgFJ
ISEP

ESIJ
EgTP

rgrJ
ISIP

INFJ
INEP
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